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ABSTRACT'
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DEVELOPING A MODEL
. ,

FOR ASSESSMENT OF STUDENT PERSONNEL OUTCOME&

Introduction

'With the age of accountability turning into old age and the retrench-
ment symbolism changing to a survival cry, the justification for
student personnel services must 'dame from predetermined constructs

. to measured outputs. Thus, in the survival mode, William Rainey
Harper College's Student Affairs area hat-been'ehar9ed-,by the Board
of Trustees to: "Establish a task force to ,identifkdesired outcomes
from the Student Affairs area with emphasis on 'the investigation of
measurement techniques, and to recommend a plan for the development

;of e system to collect, data." ,

To net this institutional goal the Student Affairs area set as its-

.
objective the development.-of a model which would identify the desired

outcome, indichte the accountable area, specify the method of

.accomplishing the outcome,'and listing techniques for measuring the

accomplishments in terms of completion and effectiveness. a .

The purpose, then, of this paper is to describe the prodess undertaken
to reach this objective.--
- 1%

Process

Already operating under the Management By Objectives (MBO) system,
the Student Affairs area was part way. towards our objectiye,t.:orat.

least We thought we were. ,the fircst major question raised was

What are our desire&outcomes? Most'stUdent personnel managers went

, to their Stated objectives.tOanswer this question, However, upon_

analysis of the management objectivesh, we found that the specification

of outcomes was replaced with operational statements'presbmed needed
to .reach the desired outcomes, but in Malay .cases not even mentioned.

-

,

PI eparat siTips, it'was
t

evident that e on in thinking Must -Occur. On-

.
One hand we needed objectives to manage the operation of programs-,

, staff, and students; buton the other hand we needed outc69e obj0tives
to keep the operational obj'ecti -ves on the rfgnt course. As a result

of this analysis, it was, found'-that-most areas really didn'tj100-
,

written statements that defined the desired outpmeof their area.-,

To,nelp each director defin the appropriate outcomes of his Or 'her:

\area- and to sensitiie,each person to the charge of developing ,a. model'.

with_ sOcific outcomes written in measurement terms, an 411,day off-
campus Student Affairs retreat was scheduled. ,

4'
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Retreat

The ,purpose of the retreat held fo ail, udegt /personnel ,professionals

was to involve each person in th ,identific ti'01 of Program outcomes,

measurement techniques, and to ''.oxide input on resolution of ident-

ified problem areas. The activities undertaken was the completion of

a questionnaire developed frOm the IRC Model For Input-OtifOut Analysis

by James.Wattenbarger andAohn Nickens at the University .of Florida.

Here each person was asked to respond to predetermined Studentl*

personnel outcomes and to indicate if they were,aware if these were

Outcomes of Harper't program, if the outcome was carried out,-and how

effectively it was accomplished. .
\

e ,

Following the completion of the questionnaire which contained\ 46 outcomes,

the questionnaires were tallied- by the Deans' secretaries whit the t
student personnelStaff took part in a group dialogue develops better

working relationships between each other. Although Scheduled' o allow

for more.open distUssion about performance and program appraisal,"the

group diilogue an additional benefit of solidifying relationships
,-

-..
an

;
d understandfigs of What others did.

`,;."

. ,,, 'T

The n t sched ed activity on the agenda was to look at the quettiOnnajfe:'

ll resultT. ugh summary data was available, time did not,alloW

of the results and this item was postponed until -4- :,f--
. t ,,7 .:!.1.1,,

complete scorin
follow-up OSio could be scheduleth ,,,,:.,.

Next a segon4 questionnaire was administered. -The .purpose gtthis
.

questionnAlre was to focus on how each participant evaluateCthe outcomes

listed on the questionnaire,, The results here indicate fhat the-

majorityrfelt confident in evaluating the effectiveness:of each Outcome.
Howeve ,,the results also showed they did not have valid- reliable, data*

,regard ng;l'the accomplishments of each. outcome,.nor the pre -established

standa s'to judge. the effectiveness of each outcome. Th Si the
,

objecti, . 'of the questiOnnaire.was-accomplished, i.e.; t 'bring to

each pen pn's attention .the importance.of dataPolledtio and the'nee4 ,

for pre- stablishedroaterl defi _ t &effectiveness of7studelit -'

personnel outcomes. .

.

- ,

The jasitem on the agenda was idtntification of'probleM
,

areas in the.,

student =personnel- programs. The 'focus here_ -was_ the,o6tcothe of

program's; not the management of programs., -The-group, wat divided into

four smal=l groups. of four or five people. Each person :Was tb write,

five program areas, where desired Outcomes were notAvident, From eachr

list each person recommended fon a master groUp 110/the. most important

probleOrophis orhenviewpoint. , When each priAlem'was.:listed, ,

;other :07puO, members would ask questions tO,Clarify:theexatt intenf,of

the pt0b100., Whenthis protdss was compteted, the totUgroup was

/continued
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reassembled and each subgroup pasted their five or six problem areas..
Again clatfification was made as to intent. After each of the problems
was clarified, the group was. ked to rank order/the seven most
important5problems as they viewed them. Each member then turned in
their ran ings. Because of time constraintsthe rankings were not
presented at the retreat and were scheduTed to be distributed at a
follow-up session. . .

) 1 , .

The%evalUaIion of the retreat was generally poSitive. The major
benefit was, that many Student Affairs personne9 for the first:time felt
they had tiput in identifying outcomes and resulting problem areas.
The basic recommendation was-that follow-up sessions.should be conducted
and, in addition to working towards the development of an assessment '

model of sadent personnel outcomes, the staff recommended the explor-
.

ation by ttii total group of activities which could, produce the desired
oecomes where problems were identified.

Follow -Up Sessions

419

, .

Several follow-up sessions were scheduled.to-work'further toward the
objective of development of an assessment model. 'The first Session

scheduled focused on the results of the assessment questionnaire, the
identification of problem areas, and suggestions for activities.which*
could hopefully produce desired outcomes. The result .of this first

session was the identification of six high priority problem areas and
the suggestion by the group to set up committees to explore solutions
to the identified problems.

The neApt session scheduled will look at the list'of program outcomes
completed by epch student personnel manager. At this'Sessfon,
scheduled for later this Spring, the Student Affairs staff will review
and evaluate each list and then compile.a.master list ofall Student
Affairs outcomes for Harper College. This list of outcomes will then
become the foundation of the assessment model. The next step in the
development process will ,be to expand the model to include how each
outcome will be accomplished, who will' coordinate the'Accomplishment,
when it will be accomplished, and tire criteria or standard by w ich
the accomplishment will be evaluated. Following the cOlnp n of
the proposed model, an'outside consultant will be asked'to validate
the outcomes against the institutional goals and mission itatement,
to validate the performance activities; and to validate tNeevaluation
procedures;

.Upon completion of this process,the assessment model will 'be revised.
and the finalsdocument will be produced for use by, the Student Affairs
area. ,
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